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NOTIFICATION
REGARDING OPEN BOOK EXAMINATION AUGUST
2020
In compliance to the University of Delhi regarding the measures t o be adopted for conduct
of Open Book Examinations (OBE) for all the students of undergraduate courses of VI
semester only. All the students are notified to ensure that they have updated their mobile
number(s) and e-mail in the OBE examination portal.
Further, in case, if any student faces any difficulty in downloading the question papers from
the portal, the student can contact the following person in the College so that the question
paper can be sent by the college directly to their e-mail address as provided by them in the
portal:
1.

Dr. Malti Raghav, Dy. Superintendent Exam.

8287166333

2.

Mr. Sunil Kumar Chaubey, Nodal Officer

8810402533

3.

Mrs. Rakhi Pareek

9891390692

4.

Mr. Deep Narayan Pandey

5.

Mr. Dinesh Chaudhary

6.

Mr. Rahul Kumar

7.

Mr. Kuljit Pathania
E-mail ID

7007534634
7827149345
9971609963
9871283993

:

exam2020@satyawati.du.ac.in

As already notified by University of Delhi vide notification no. Ref.No./Dean (Exams.)/2020
dated 05.08.2020, those students who for any reason fail to upload the scanned image of
answer scripts on the designated portal have been given the facility to send the scanned
image of their answer scripts in PDF format through e-mail to obescript@exam.du.ac.in.
However, it may clearly be noted that this option may be exercised only in case of an
emergency. Also, as per the said notification of University of Delhi those students who either
fail to submit the scanned answer script after conclusion of the examination or could not
appear in the first phase of the OBE to be conducted from 10.08.2020 to 31.08.2020 shall
be given the opportunity to appear in the second phase of examination to be conducted by
the University. Students are required to retain the original answer sheet with them till the
result of the examination is declared.
Sd/Dr. Nirmal Jindal
Acting Principal
College Website

